
 

Give your Business a Simple & Cost-
effective Enterprise-Level Phone 
System

Callture Cloud-based VOIP Phone Systems offer small businesses a cost-
effective way of projecting a big company image.

The Problem of Ineffective Phone Systems
Regardless of its size, every member of today’s highly competitive business world has to meet 
the challenges of effective communication. Whether it is with clients, partners, and government 
organizations or internal among business departments etc., the communication system has to be fast, 
reliable and scalable. If it’s not, the business’ performance pays the price. Even a small business needs a 
highly efficient phone system, just like its large competitor does. The need for an efficient phone system 
is coupled with the need for an affordable phone system and therein lies the problem.

The Solution
Before the recent advances in technology, only companies with gigantic budgets could afford 
sophisticated phone systems. However, modern technology has made it affordable for small businesses 
to adopt the communication options that were once available only to large enterprises.

Leading the revolution in telecommunication is the cloud-based, or hosted, phone system. It perfectly 
matches the way modern business function. Cloud-based phone systems are affordable, reliable and 
provide enterprise-level functionality. It can efficiently serve businesses that are spread over several 
locations and facilitate remote operations for mobile workers.

By combining virtual PBX and voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) technology cloud-based phone systems 
enable uncomplicated, cost-effective and feature-rich business functionality to all businesses, removing 
the need for costly and less efficient on-premise phone systems.

In addition to freeing companies from the shackles of expensive on-premise phones systems, cloud-
based business phone systems also provides matchless features, performance and reliability. They offer 
local, national and international calls as well as a wide range of call management options which facilitate 
business growth.

Making the Most of the Solution
Callture Cloud-based Phone Systems help businesses make the most of the cutting-edge cloud-based 
phone technologies. Callture helps businesses optimize state-of-the-art technology to fuel their 



operational efficiently, growth and achieve their specific business goals.

From projecting a big business image to enabling seamless call conferences, Callture Cloud-based Phone 
Systems helps your business do what it does best, even better. Communication is key, regardless of your 
business industry or size.

Today’s highly competitive business environment does not give businesses the leeway to run an 
outdated and expensive phone system. The competition is vying for your target market and even your 
employees.

Callture’s Cloud-based Phone Systems provides all the functionality that an on-premise system does, 
and adds reliability, simplicity, speed, affordability, mobility and scalability. It also removes the logistic 
demands of maintaining the expensive hardware and the need for upfront investment and in-house 
management expertise.

Immediately after signing up for Callture’s Cloud-based Phone System, your company gets a toll-free 
or local phone number. If you already have an existing toll-free number, you can easily transfer it to 
Callture.

Unlike onsite phone systems, Callture Cloud-based Phone Systems don’t 
require any activation fee, hardware/software charges or complicated 
setup procedure.

Benefits of Callture Cloud-based Phone Systems

No Setup Fee
Unlike with onsite phone systems, you can get started with Callture Cloud-based Phone Systems without 
paying any setup costs.

Low Monthly Costs
Callture’s smart use of the cutting edge technology translates into the most competitive rates in the 
market.

No Technical Expertise Required
Your business does not need to have in-house experts to install or run Callture Cloud-based Phone 
Systems, which adds to the cost-effectiveness of our system. Just sign up and get started.

Feature-Rich System
From customized main greeting, memo-on-call, conference calling and live call transfer to unlimited 
call handling, dial-by-name directory and call blocking, Callture provides a feature-rich, enterprise level 
phone system.

Big-Company Image
The extensive array of features and the quality delivered by Callture helps project a big-company image 
for your business.

Superior Call Quality
Callture makes sure that the most basic function of phone system i.e. providing crystal clear audio 
communication, doesn’t get lost in the long list of features its Cloud-based Phone Systems provide. 



Excellent Customer and Support Service
Callture’s fine customer and support service compliments the amazing Cloud-based Phone Systems the 
company offers. From sign-up to after sales support and correspondence, every thing Callture offers is 
geared towards making your business easier and more profitable for you.

The Conclusion
The simple and obvious conclusion is that you need to leverage the power of Cloud-based Phone 
Systems as part of an enterprising aptitude. 

An increasing number of entrepreneurs and small businesses are realizing that they need the help of a 
reliable and dedicated company. Just banking on a big brand name often exposes them to impersonal 
and inflexible mass-produced solutions that don’t justify their costs and even cause problems.

To make the best decision, ask the provider questions like:

● Do you offer all PBX features?
● Are the features available at additional cost or included in the package?
● Do you offer a system that cares for my business’ specific needs?
● Can you provide customer references?

Wherever your business stands with regard to its goals, size and industry, the Callture Cloud-based 
Phone System is a lifeline for your customers and hence for you as well.


